
Rittal’s fully automated primeXPRESS program can deliver high-quality 
enclosure modifications in a matter of days, increasing your profitability

 primexpress

Your path to business profitability can be compromised by 

modifying enclosures by hand during the build process.  This 

is compounded when you consider replicating hand-drilled 

holes and cutouts over multiple units.  Calculating the extra 

time it takes your employees to do these activities, the 

inconsistencies from enclosure to enclosure, and the potential 

for rough and unfinished edges that can damage accessories 

or wiring, all adds up to lost profits from every job you do!   

Now, you can put that lost revenue right back into your 

business.  The Rittal primeXPRESS program is designed  

to assist with streamlining your manufacturing process.



Let Rittal modify your enclosures before you even receive them!  
You can go straight to the enclosure assembly process and leverage the added 

time to add new jobs into your workflow. With thousands of standard parts in-stock, 

for virtually every application, Rittal can ship your enclosures fast with the cut-outs 

and drilled holes completed!

Contact your Rittal professional or the authorized Rittal distributor today 
to take advantage of the Rittal primeXPRESS program. From concept to 
execution, Rittal can assist with building more profitability into your business.

What’s Included in the program:

- Wallmounts, junction boxes, AX, and freestanding enclosures 
including SE8 / TS8 products in both carbon and stainless steel. 
Thousands of in-stock products.

- Holes, cutouts, and installation of accessories, tapped holes on 
mounting panels only - no PEMS or Studs.

- Baying up to 3,500 mm length, additional cost of baying hardware 
and FMDC interconnecting hardware will apply.

- Ready to ship in 15 days or less.
- Contact your Rittal distributor for program rules, pricing, and product 

delivery information.

Required Drawings:

- Fully dimensioned 1 to 1 scale,  
Rev controlled at time of order. DWG, 
DXF, or files from Rittal Configuration 
System (RICS) are acceptable for  
the program. 

- Only drawings on Rittal cabinets are 
eligible for program.

- RICS can provide completed 
configurations and assembly 
instructions and is available for all 
wallmount products and most TS8 and 
SE8 options. 

 Go to https://www.rittal.us/contents/
configuration-selection-tools/.
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Phone: 937-399-0500 • Toll-free: 800-477-4000
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